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Abstract The stashR package (a Set of Tools for Administering Shared
Repositories) for R implements a basic versioned key-value style database where char-
acter string keys are associated with data values. Using the S4 classes ‘localDB’ and
‘remoteDB’, and associated methods, versioned key-value databases can be either cre-
ated locally on the user’s computer or accessed remotely via the Internet. The stashR
package can enhance reproducible research by providing a ‘localDB’ database format
for the caching of computations which can subsequently be stored on the Internet. To
reproduce a particular computation, a reader can access the ‘remoteDB’ database and
obtain the associated R objects.
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1 Overview

Scientific research is conducted by collecting data, analyzing and summarizing the
evidence in the data, and publishing substantive results in a paper. To verify scientific
results we must replicate or, at a minimum, reproduce the findings of a previous study.
Replication is the act of collecting an independent dataset in a similar manner to the
original study and then using the data to address a similar scientific question of interest.
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Reproduction of scientific research is the act of using the same data as the original
study and performing additional statistical analyses (Gentleman and Temple Lang
2004). Replication is generally considered the highest standard of verification because
researchers can address the uncertainty inherent in collecting a data sample from a
larger population and improve upon any shortcomings of previous data collection
designs. Reproducibility allows researchers to evaluate the sensitivity of results from
the initial statistical analysis of a study. Although replication is ideal, in cases such as
large epidemiologic studies, reproduction is often the only way to verify the scientific
findings of a study (Peng et al. 2006).

For fully reproducible research we need to facilitate prospective analysts’ access to
the data used for a statistical analysis. Hence we need to be able to distribute potentially
large datasets and computations. To disseminate accurate data, we need a system for
physical data distribution that manages data updates by automatically synchronizing
each prospective analyst’s local copy of the data to the remote, master copy of the data
and that keeps track of version changes to the data. It follows that we need software
to help manage both the distribution and synchronization/caching of this data.

2 The stashR package

The stashR package is an extension to local and remote databases of the filehash
package (Peng 2006), which uses a key-value database to allow for interactive work
with datasets too large to be loaded into R as a single object. A key-value database is a
collection of data files, each indexed by a character string key. One example of a key-
value database is a multi-center study consisting of data from 4 cities (New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago and Seattle) where data for each city is stored in a file named ‘ny’,
‘la’, ‘chicago’, and ‘seattle’ respectively. In this case, the key-value database allows a
researcher to download data from a particular city of interest instead of downloading
the entire four city dataset at once.

The stashR package adds important functionalities to data handling and distribution
in R. These contributions include:

− a set of tools for creating a versioned local database for subsequent exporting to
a remotely accessible webserver

− the ability to access versioned remote databases efficiently
− a tool for synchronizing local copies of a database to the remote version
− an abstract interface for interacting with local and remote databases.

The local and remote features of stashR address the need to manage data distribution
and synchronize cached data copies for reproducible research.

3 Design rationale

3.1 Repositories

The stashR package is designed for interacting with both local and remote data repos-
itories. A repository is a directory of files containing data and metadata. Each user
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interface function in stashR is a generic function with specific methods defined for
repository objects of the S4 classes ‘localDB’ and ‘remoteDB’. A ‘localDB’ repository
is created and stored on a user’s local disk. A ‘remoteDB’ repository is a ‘localDB’
repository that has been stored on a remote webserver. A ‘localDB’ repository consists
of a root directory that contains a data directory and a text file ‘version.’ The ‘version’
file lists information on the current version of the repository and all previous reposi-
tory versions. The data directory contains compressed data files labeled according to
their corresponding character key and the version number of the data indexed by this
key (the key version). Each data file has a corresponding ‘.SIG’ text file that lists the
32-byte MD5 checksum from running md5sum() on the data file (see the R package
tools for more details), the data file’s character key and key version number. The local
cache associated with a ‘remoteDB’ repository consists of a root directory containing
a data directory and a text file ‘url’ that lists the ‘remoteDB’ repository’s URL on a
webserver. The data directory contains the cached data and ‘.SIG’ files corresponding
to user specified keys. We will not discuss the ‘.SIG’ files further since they will be
employed in the future to safeguard against data corruption, but they are not currently
being used.

3.2 Versioning

The ‘version’ file in a ‘localDB’ repository lists information on each version of the
repository. The repository version is set to 1 when the first object is inserted. Upon each
successive alteration of the data repository (either insertion or deletion of data files
associated with character keys), the repository version is incremented by 1. In addition
to the repository version, character keys are associated with key version numbers. The
first time a value associated with a character key is inserted into the database, this
key is associated with the key version 1. The second time a value is associated with
this same key and inserted in the database, the key version is 2. On each successive
insertion of a value associated with a given key, the key version increases by 1. If we
delete the data associated with a given key, the next insertion of a value associated with
this key will increase the key version by 1 from the key version last associated with the
key before deletion. We retain copies of the data corresponding to each data insertion,
so a user can access any specified version of a repository, regardless of whether the
data has been altered or deleted in subsequent versions.

Each line of the ‘version’ file summarizes a different repository version. A line starts
with a repository version number which is colon-separated from a space-separated
listing of the keys and key versions indexing data in this repository version. For
example, a line of the ‘version’ file might read:

4:seattle.1 la.2 ny.1

At version 4, the repository contains data files corresponding to the keys: ‘seattle’,
‘la’ and ‘ny’. Data corresponding to the keys ‘seattle’ and ‘ny’ has been inserted only
once in the database since each of these keys is followed by a ‘.1’, indicating key
version 1. From the ‘.2’ following the key ‘la’ we know data corresponding to the key
‘la’ has been inserted twice and repository version 4 contains key version 2 of the ‘la’
data.
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3.3 Caching and synchronization

A key feature of the stashR package is the ability for a user to download and store
specified data from a ‘remoteDB’ repository in a local cache and, at a later date,
to synchronize the local cache to the current version of the remote repository. The
synchronization feature allows a user to efficiently maintain an up-to-date local cache
of remote repositories by downloading updated versions of cached files only when
necessary. When creating a local cache of a ‘remoteDB’ repository the user can specify
that he or she would always like to access the most current version of the remote
repository. Subsequent data synchronization will look for the most recent repository
version. The user can also specify access to a specific remote repository version, in
which case synchronization is not necessary.

Synchronization of data in a local copy of a remote database is achieved by compar-
ing the key versions of keys associated with the locally cached data to the key versions
of the keys associated with data in the most recent version of the remote repository. If
the key versions do not match, the new data is downloaded from the remote repository
and the key versions are updated. If a key in the local cache no longer corresponds to
data in the current version of the remote repository (i.e., the data associated with this
key has been deleted in the most current remote repository), then the locally cached
copy of this data is deleted.

4 Interface

4.1 Creating a ‘localDB’ repository or a cache of a ‘remoteDB’ repository

To create a new instance of the S4 class ‘localDB’ or ‘remoteDB’ you call new
("localDB", dir, name, reposVersion) or new("remoteDB",
dir, url, name, reposVersion)where ‘dir’ specifies the local directory in
which to create the ‘localDB’ repository or the local cache for the ‘remoteDB’ reposi-
tory. For ‘remoteDB’, ‘url’ gives the URL of the remote repository’s root directory and
the default ‘reposVersion’ is −1, the most current repository version. For ‘remoteDB’,
specifying another positive integer for ‘reposVersion’ fixes the repository version to
that number. For a new ‘localDB’ object, ‘reposVersion’ should be left at the default
−1. The ‘name’ argument is a label associated with the new ‘localDB’ or ‘remoteDB’
object.

4.2 Accessing a ‘localDB’ or ‘remoteDB’ database

The user-end interfaces to ‘localDB’ or ‘remoteDB’ databases include
dbFetch, dbInsert, dbList, dbExists, dbDelete and dbSync. Each
interface is a generic function defined in the filehash package and has a specific
method for objects of the ‘remoteDB’ and ‘localDB’ classes (with the exception of
dbSync, which is only available for the ‘remoteDB’ class). The first argument of all
the functions is an object of class ‘remoteDB’ or ‘localDB’.
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The function dbFetch takes a second argument ‘key’, a character string key, and
returns the associated R object. For objects of the class ‘remoteDB’, if the key’s data
file does not exist in the local cache, then dbFetch downloads the file from the remote
repository to the local cache and reads the data file. For ‘remoteDB’, if the data file
exists in the local cache, then dbFetch compares the key’s version number from
the local cache to the key’s version number in the most current version of the remote
repository. If the key’s version numbers are the same, dbFetch reads the file from
the local cache. Otherwise, dbFetch downloads and reads the updated version of
the data file from the remote repository. For objects of the class ‘localDB’, dbFetch
returns the R object associated with the character string key if the associated data files
exist in the local cache, and if not, dbFetch returns an error.

The second argument of dbInsert is ‘key’, a character string key indexing the
R object specified by the third argument, ‘value’. For a ‘localDB’ object, dbInsert
increments both the repository version and the key version by 1, and then writes the
value to a compressed data file indexed by the specified key and the new key version.
Lastly, dbInsert appends to the ‘version’ file a line summarizing the new version
of the repository. A user can overwrite a data value by calling dbInsert with a
previously specified character key, but with different data values. However, since at
each insertion the key is indexed by a different key version, the overwritten data can be
recovered by accessing the repository version associated with the older key version.
Calling dbInsert on a ‘remoteDB’ object returns an error message.

The function dbList takes a ‘localDB’ or ‘remoteDB’ object as its only argument
and returns the vector of keys associated with the repository version. The function
dbExists requires as a second argument, ‘key’, a vector of character string keys
and returns a logical vector of the same length that specifies whether each element of
‘key’ is associated with data in the current repository version.

For ‘localDB’ objects, dbDelete takes a character string key specified in ‘key’,
increments the repository version by 1, removes the specified key from the list of keys
associated with the current repository version, and appends a line to the ‘version’ file
with the new repository version information. The data file associated with this key is
not deleted from the local data directory so it can be accessed later. For ‘remoteDB’
objects, dbDelete returns an error.

The function dbSync takes a second argument ‘key’, a (possibly null) character
vector of keys, and synchronizes the locally cached data associated with these keys to
the data in the current version of the remote repository. If ‘key’ contains a character
string key associated with a data file that has not yet been locally cached, dbSync
returns an error message. If ‘key’ is null, then dbSync synchronizes the data for all
of the keys associated with the locally cached data files. For keys with out-of-date key
versions, dbSync downloads the associated updated files and deletes the associated
out-of-date files. For keys that have been deleted from the current remote repository
version, dbSync deletes the associated files from the local cache.

5 Examples

We create a new ‘localDB’ repository locDB in the local directory dir.
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> library(stashR)
> dir <- file.path(getwd(), "localDBExample")
> locDB <- new("localDB", dir = dir, name = "localDB
Example")

We insert various R objects into locDB and call dbList to see a vector of keys
corresponding to the inserted data files.

> v <- 1:10
> dbInsert(locDB, key = "vector", value = v)
> m <- matrix(1:20, 5, 4)
> dbInsert(locDB, key = "matrix", value = m)
> d <- data.frame(cbind(id = 1:5, age = c(12, 11,
+ 15, 11, 14), sex = c(1, 1, 0, 1, 0)))
> dbInsert(locDB, key = "dataframe", value = d)
> l <- list(v = v, m = m, df = d)
> dbInsert(locDB, key = "list", value = l)
> dbList(locDB)

[1] "vector" "matrix" "dataframe" "list"

We can fetch any of the R objects saved in locDB.

> dbFetch(locDB, "vector")

[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

If we delete a data file from locDB, dbList or dbExists can be used to confirm
the deletion.

> dbDelete(locDB, "matrix")
> dbList(locDB)

[1] "vector" "dataframe" "list"

The locDB repository is stored as a remote repository on the Internet at:

> myurl <- "http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/˜rpeng/
+ remoteDBExampleVersioning"

To access the data in the remote repository, we first create a ‘remoteDB’ object called
remDB. We will store the local cache of the remote repository in a local directory
called remoteDBExampleVersioning.

> dir <- file.path(getwd(), "remoteDBExampleVersioning")
> remDB <- new("remoteDB", url = myurl, dir = dir,
+ name = "remoteDB Example")

We use dbList to see the keys associated with data in the repository.

> dbList(remDB)

[1] "list" "dataframe" "vector" "matrix"
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Using dbFetch, we cache and return the data associated with ‘vector’.

trying URL 'http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/˜rpeng/
remoteDBExampleVersioning/data/
6ba8844da718b4a65f60dbfd0d92d6ef.3'
Content type 'text/plain; charset=UTF-8' length 60 bytes
opened URL
==================================================
downloaded 60 bytes

trying URL 'http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/˜rpeng/
remoteDBExampleVersioning/data/
6ba8844da718b4a65f60dbfd0d92d6ef.3.SIG'
Content type 'text/plain; charset=UTF-8' length 44 bytes
opened URL
==================================================
downloaded 44 bytes

[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

> dbFetch(remDB, "vector")

[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6 Discussion

The filehash package allows for interactive access to a (potentially quite large) dataset
through a key-value database located on the user’s disk. Since stashR is an extension
of filehash, stashR is related to many of the large data handling packages related to the
filehash package (Peng 2006). One such package is g.data by David Brahm (2002).
A main idea of filehash is that by using keys to index the data, we can efficiently and
interactively download only the necessary data objects. The g.data package provides
interfaces to delayed-data packages (DDPS). DDPS efficiently load data using the lazy
evaluation feature of R.

To interface with one of the common relational databases (Oracle, MySQL or
SQLite) in R we can use the S4 methods and generics in the DBI package (R Special
Interest Group on Databases 2006), along with ROracle, RMySQL or RSQLite.
The deprecated reposTools package (Gentry and Gentleman 2004) on Bioconductor,
which creates and interfaces with repositories of R packages, has some features similar
to those in stashR. Both reposTools and stashR help an individual create a remote
repository in order to distribute the contents to other R users, who are provided with
specific methods to interface with the remote repository. Both packages allow a user
to download files from the remote repository to a local repository with the possibility
of future synchronization. Unlike reposTools, the stashR package contains the tools
to construct local repositories but does not automate the posting of the repository
to a webserver. The key difference between the two packages is that reposTools is
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intended for repositories of R packages whereas stashR is designed for repositories
of key-value databases containing arbitrary R objects.

The stashR package is designed to be part of a larger set of tools for both authors
and readers of statistical documents in the context of streamlining and enhancing
reproducible documents created, for example, by using literate programming tools
such as Sweave (Leisch 2002). More generally, writers of statistical analyses could
store the results of computations in a ‘localDB’ database along with the code used
to generate those results. This database could later be automatically posted as a
‘remoteDB’ repository on the Internet. Ideally, an author could choose to store remote
repositories in a central database used by all statistical researchers or on his or her
own webserver. Future tools for readers would facilitate access to R objects (stored
in a ‘remoteDB’ repository) created in reproducible statistical analyses as well as to
associated the R code. The R objects used in the computation of each figure or numer-
ical value in a published paper, for example, could be indexed in a stashR database
and subsequently reproduced.
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